
Ethical breaches commonly may follow… 

•  Errors due to sloppy paperwork 
•  Bad communication between professionals 
•  Financial worries or discomfort in charging 
•  Overwork or under-employment 
•  Working in isolation from other colleagues 
•  Inadequate reflection on efficacy of therapy 
•  Over-adherence to one way of working 
•  Inadequate reflection on own process 
•  Neglect of own needs 
•  Getting own emotional needs met through clients 
•  Inappropriately Porous Boundaries 



If You Receive a Complaint… 
 

•  Remember this is something that happens to professionals and you are not alone. 
Feeling angry and frightened is normal. 

•  Call your Supervisor and make a special appointment.  
•  Call your insurance company and give them immediate details. 
•  Check your records are up to date and review the information in the complaint and 

check for accuracy. 
•  Consider what you might have done better. Is there anything you can sincerely take 

responsibility for? Write down your reflections. 
•  Do you consider this complaint to be a reflection of your client’s process? Write 

down how you could articulate this respectfully. 
•  Remain honest with the whole process and seek personal therapy. 
•  Take time to reflect on correspondence and do not react from an emotionally 

unprocessed state. 
•  Remember this is an opportunity to grow and heal. 
•  Keep in mind that one day you will be looking back on this with a different 

perspective and more wisdom. 



However, A Complaint May Not Necessarily 
follow an Ethical Breach if… 

•  Immediate Repair ensures no harm 
•  A difficulty can be utilised for relationship building 
•  An appropriate closure and referral are achieved 

 

Or there was no Ethical Breach… 
 

•  Inappropriate expectation from client was not met 
•  Client has pattern of conflict and complaint 
•  Feelings of hurt, dissatisfaction, anger create 

distortion, deletion and generalisation within client’s 
filters (transference) 
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UKCP Central Complaints Process Simplified 
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At any stage, complaints may be 
dealt with by  

Alternative Dispute Resolution,  
a more informal process 

Including Approaches such as 
Mediation 
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